Data acquisition and processing
GTEx
We downloaded the Genotype-Tissue Expression Consortium (GTEx) data and metadata from the consortium's portal (http://www.gtexportal.org, file GTEx_Analysis_v6_RNA-seq_RNA-SeQCv1.1.8_gene_rpkm.gct.gz, accessed on February 23, 2016; [4] ) and converted the values to log2(RPKM).
FANTOM5
We downloaded the Functional Annotation of the Mammalian Genome consortium (FANTOM5) data and metadata from the consortium's portal (http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/latest/ /extra/CAGE__peaks, file hg19.cage_peak_phase1and2combined_tpm_ann.osc.txt.gz, accessed on February 8, 2016; [5] ) and extracted tags per million (TPM) values for all peaks overlapping the respective gene coordinates (using ensEMBL GRCh37 genome annotation, [6] ). To decrease the dimensionality of the data, we clustered the peaks by their expression similarity over all FANTOM5 samples and over their genomic locations using MCLUST algorithm ( [7] , default parameters) and labelled the resulting meta-peaks by the minimal and maximal coordinates of the contributing peaks. The meta-peaks consisted of either a single peak or an uninterrupted peak sequence along the genomic axis. In case of TCF4, we split one metapeak to two original peaks for better interpretability. The metapeak TPM was computed as the sum of TPMs of all contributing peaks. For plotting purposes, we averaged expression intensity of the metapeaks in each sample group and transformed the values by base-two-logarithm.
All computations and visualisations of the data were performed within the R environment [8] . 
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